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Collaborative filtering recommender systems often
suffer from a data sparsity problem, where systems
have insufficient data to generate accurate recommen-
dations. To partially resolve this, the use of group ag-
gregated data in the collaborative filtering recommen-
dations process has been suggested. Although group
recommendations are typically less accurate than per-
sonalized recommendations, they can be more accu-
rate than generic ones, which are the natural fall back
when personalized recommendations cannot be gener-
ated. This work presents a study that exploits a dataset
of recipe ratings from families of users, in order to
evaluate the accuracy of several group recommenda-
tion strategies and weighting models.
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1. Introduction

The sheer volume of online information and the con-
tinued growth of online content necessitate Web sites to
provide their users with personalized navigation support
tools. These tools assist users in identifying items or con-
tent most relevant to them, while filtering out irrelevant
items, in order to enhance user experience. Collaborative
Filtering (CF) [1] is a widely-used statistical recommen-
dation technique that predicts the interest level of a user
in previously unseen items. The predictions are based on
user models, storing either explicit (e.g., numeric or sym-
bolic ratings) or implicit (e.g., purchasing behaviour or
browsing logs) data.

CF is based on the assumption that users, who agreed
in the past, are likely to agree in the future [2]. Hence, it
analyses the opinions of users, who shared a target user’s
opinions in the past, in order to predict the target user’s
future opinions. To do this, CF initially computes the de-
gree of similarity of the target user to all other users, then
selects a neighborhood of the most similar users, and fi-
nally computes the prediction by aggregating the ratings
of the neighbor users for the target item.

One of the main problems experienced by CF rec-
ommender systems is data sparsity, i.e., an insufficient
amount of user information to generate accurate recom-

mendations [3]. To overcome this, [4] proposed to ag-
gregate sparse individual user data into group data and
use the aggregated data for CF recommendations. That
is, rather than generating recommendations based on the
data available about an individual user, recommendations
are based on the data about a group, to which the user be-
longs. This introduces an interesting trade-off. On one
hand, the accuracy of group recommendations may not
be as good as of those tailored to an individual user. On
the other hand, group recommendations may be more sus-
tainable, as they can be generated when sparsity prevents
the generation of individual recommendations. Hence,
we consider group recommendations as an alternative to
generic recommendations, which are the natural fall back
when personalized CF recommendations cannot be gen-
erated.

In this work we elaborate on this idea and analyze the
performance of CF family recommendations, a particular
case of group recommendations. We do this using real-
life data logged during a study involving the users of an
eHealth portal. The data includes explicit numeric ratings
for a set of recipes, provided by families of users that in-
teracted with the portal. We implemented several strate-
gies and weighting models to aggregate individual user
data into family data, generated CF recommendations us-
ing the aggregated data, and evaluated them against the
logged ratings. The evaluation showed that (1) aggre-
gating individual user models is superior to aggregating
individual recommendations, (2) role based weighting is
superior to a uniform weighting, and (3) the accuracy of
recommendations is correlated to the size of the group.

The contributions of this work are four-fold. Firstly,
we compare the performance of generic, individual, and
group recommendation strategies. Secondly, we com-
pare two strategies for group data aggregation. Thirdly,
we compare four models for weighted data aggregation.
Finally, we analyze the dependency between the size of
groups and the accuracy of the generated recommenda-
tions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we overview related research on CF and group rec-
ommendations. In section 3 we present the group recom-
mendation strategies and weighting models we developed.
In section 4 we present and analyze the experimental eval-
uation. Finally, section 5 concludes this work and outlines
future research directions.
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2. Collaborative Filtering and Group Recom-
mendations

CF is one of the most popular and widely-used recom-
mendation algorithms. It is based on the notion of word
of mouth [2], which assumes that users, who agreed in
the past, will agree also in the future. In other words, it
uses opinions of similar users to generate predictions for
a target user. The opinions of users on the items are ex-
pressed either as explicit ratings given by users according
to a predefined scale or as implicit ratings inferred from
the logged user interactions with the system [6].

The main stages of the CF recommendation process
are [1]: (1) recognizing commonalities between users by
computing inter-user similarity; (2) selecting most similar
users; (3) generating predictions for unseen items by ag-
gregating opinions of the most similar users; and (4) rec-
ommending the items with the highest prediction scores.
The main advantage of CF is that it is domain agnostic and
independent of the representation of users and items, i.e.,
CF systems can generate recommendations for any items,
e.g., movies, images, or text. Hence, CF is appropriate to
a variety of domains and applications [7].

CF recommender systems often suffer from a data spar-
sity problem, which prevents the system from generating
accurate predictions due to insufficient user data [3]. Two
cases of the sparsity problem should be differentiated: the
new user problem, when the number of ratings provided
by a new user is insufficient for the identification of simi-
lar users and reliable recommendations generation to that
user, and the new item problem, when the number of rat-
ings from users for a new item is insufficient for the gen-
eration of reliable recommendations for that item to other
users. In either case, the data sparsity problem results in
low-quality recommendations, inevitably having a nega-
tive impact on user experience and system trust.

In contrast to hybrid recommendation approaches [8]
aimed at overcoming the sparsity problem of CF, [4] pro-
posed to use group based data as a means to enrich sparse
individual user data. Group recommendations are mostly
generated using two strategies: aggregated models – ag-
gregate individual user data into group data and generate
predictions based on the group data, or aggregated pre-
dictions – aggregate the predictions for individual users
into group predictions. These strategies differ in the tim-
ing of the aggregation, as shown in Fig. 1. Specifically,
the former [9, 10] aggregates the data of the group mem-
bers before the CF prediction and then generates recom-
mendations basing on the aggregated data. Alternatively,
the latter [11, 12] treats group members as individuals for
the prediction generation and afterwards aggregates the
predictions to generate group recommendations. In both
cases, various ways to aggregate the individual data into
group data can be considered [13].

As discussed in [4], the selection between the two ag-
gregation strategies depends on external factors, such as
the ability to examine or negotiate group preferences,
coverage of the recommendations, privacy considerations,
and ability to explain the recommendations. However, in

Fig. 1. Recommendation generation process.

many circumstances several strategies could be applied.
Hence, the primary aim of this work is to determine exper-
imentally which data aggregation and group recommen-
dation strategy is appropriate when dealing with groups
that are made up of individuals within a nuclear family
structure – a particular case of a strongly connected group.

3. Recommendation Strategies

We investigate the four recommendation strategies
shown in Fig. 1. The generic strategy exploits the wisdom
of the crowd and recommends the most popular items to
all users. The aggregated models and aggregated predic-
tions group strategies exploit the above two group recom-
mendation algorithms. Finally, the personalized strategy
exploits the standard CF algorithm.

The generic strategy implements simple mechanisms,
which guide users to the most popular, i.e., highly rated
items [14]. Each item itemi is assigned a prediction score
pred(itemi) based on ratings rat(ux, itemi) of ni users in
ux ∈U , who rated itemi, as shown in Eq. (1).

pred(itemi) = ∑x∈U rat(ux, itemi)
ni

. . . . . (1)

The group based aggregated models strategy [15] ini-
tially constructs a family rating rat( fa, itemi) for family
fa and item itemi by aggregating the individual ratings
rat(ux, itemi) of family members ux ∈ fa, who rated itemi,
according to their relative weight ω(ux, fa), as shown in
Eq. (2).

rat( fa, itemi) =
∑x∈ fa ω(ux, fa) rat(ux, itemi)

∑x∈ fa ω(ux, fa)
. (2)

Then, CF is applied to the family models, as shown
in Eq. (3). A prediction pred( fa, itemi) for family fa
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and itemi is generated by computing similarity degree
sim( fa, fb) between the target family fa and other fami-
lies fb ∈ F and aggregating family ratings rat( fb, itemi)
according to the similarity degree sim( fa, fb).

pred( fa, itemi) =
∑ fb∈F sim( fa, fb) rat( fb, itemi)

∑ fb∈F sim( fa, fb)
(3)

Finally, pred( fa, itemi) is assigned to the family mem-
bers, i.e., pred(ux, itemi | ux ∈ fa) = pred( fa, itemi).

The aggregated predictions strategy [15] initially gen-
erates individual prediction pred(ux, itemi) for user ux and
item itemi using the standard CF algorithm, as shown in
Eq. (4). The prediction is generated by computing the de-
gree of similarity sim(ux,uy) between the target user ux
and other users uy ∈U and aggregating individual ratings
rat(uy, itemi) of users, who rated itemi, according to the
similarity degree sim(ux,uy).

pred(ux, itemi) =
∑y∈U sim(ux,uy) rat(uy, itemi)

∑y∈U sim(ux,uy)
. (4)

Then, the process becomes group focused. To gener-
ate family prediction pred( fa, itemi) for family fa and
item itemi, individual predictions pred(ux, itemi) of fam-
ily members ux ∈ fa are aggregated according to their rel-
ative weight ω(ux, fa), as shown in Eq. (5).

pred( fa, itemi) =
∑x∈ fa ω(ux, fa) pred(ux, itemi)

∑x∈ fa ω(ux, fa)
. (5)

Finally, pred( fa, itemi) is assigned to the family mem-
bers, i.e., pred(ux, itemi | ux ∈ fa) = pred( fa, itemi).

The personalized strategy examines individual users re-
gardless of their families. For each user ux, each item
itemi is assigned a prediction score pred(ux, itemi) using
the standard CF algorithm [1], as shown in Eq. (4).

Here we consider a personalization task of recommend-
ing the top k items, i.e., k items having the highest pre-
diction scores that maximize ∏k

i=1 pred(ux, itemi). Note
that the generic strategy generates one list of recommen-
dations for all users, the group based aggregated models
and aggregated predictions strategies – one list for each
family, and the personalized strategy – one list for each
user.

When the ratings and predictions of individual users are
aggregated in Eqs. (2) and (5), each user is assigned a
relative weight ω(ux, fa). We developed four models for
weighting the contribution of individual users. The uni-
form model weights users uniformly, i.e., ω(ux, fa) = 0.25
if the family contains 4 members. Three other models are
role based. Here, a role refers to a user’s function within
a family: applicant – the adult, who initiated the fam-
ily participation in the study, partner – the other adult in
the family, or child. The heuristic model presumes that
ω(ux, fa) is defined solely by the user’s role. Hence, an
applicant’s weight is ω(ux, fa) = 0.5, as they are likely
to be highly interested in the portal, a partner’s weight is
ω(ux, fa) = 0.3, as they are likely to be reasonably inter-
ested in the portal, and a child’s weight is ω(ux, fa) = 0.1,
as they are not as likely to be interested in the portal.

Fig. 2. Recipe rating interface.

Two other weighting models are derived from the
logged user interactions with the portal. The weights as-
signed to users refer to their activity act(ux), i.e., number
of ratings rat(ux, itemi), as an indicator of their interest in
the portal. The role based model weights users according
to the relative activity of users having the same role across
the entire community, as shown in Eq. (6).

ω(ux, fa) =
∑y∈U act(uy) | role(uy) = role(ux)

∑y∈U act(uy)
(6)

The family log model weights users according to their
relative activity of users in their family only, as shown in
Eq. (7).

ω(ux, fa) =
act(ux)

∑y∈ fa act(uy)
. . . . . . . . (7)

4. Evaluation

The evaluation was carried out using a dataset of ex-
plicit ratings for recipes, provided by families of users that
interacted with an experimental eHealth portal. The aim
of the analysis was to determine which recommendation
strategy is appropriate for a group recommender. Specif-
ically, we aimed to compare the accuracy of two group
recommendation strategies, four weighting models, and
assess the implications of a group size on the accuracy
of recommendations. Results obtained for a considerably
smaller dataset were presented in [15].

4.1. Experimental Setting
The data was gathered during a three week study of

family usage of the portal. A byproduct of the study
was the capture of a dataset of explicit ratings for a set
of recipes sourced from the CSIRO Total Wellbeing Diet
book [5]. Users were asked to provide their opinions on
how much recipes appealed to them (Fig. 2 shows the rat-
ing interface). Their explicit symbolic ratings provided on
a hate to love scale were converted into numeric ratings on
a 1 to 5 scale.

Table 1 summarizes the dataset. The columns denote,
respectively, overall number of users, overall number of
families, number of families in which n = 1,2,3, or 4
users interacted with the portal,1 number of recipes in the
dataset, number of ratings captured, and data sparsity (ra-
tio between the number of ratings captured and overall

1. Families having only 1 active user were excluded from the testing set and
used only in the training set.
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Table 1. Experimental dataset.

Nusers Nf am Nf am,n=1 Nf am,n=2 Nf am,n=3 Nf am,n=4 Nitems Nrat(u,i) sparsity
169 108 70 19 12 7 136 3305 14.38%

Table 2. Comparison of recommendation strategies.

metric weighting generic aggregated aggregated personalized
models predictions CF

F1 uniform 0.191 0.289 0.213 0.376
heuristic 0.191 0.300 0.228 0.376

role based 0.191 0.331 0.231 0.376
family log 0.191 0.343 0.238 0.376

MAE uniform 0.216 0.186 0.210 0.175
heuristic 0.216 0.185 0.209 0.175

role based 0.216 0.184 0.208 0.175
family log 0.216 0.183 0.208 0.175

coverage uniform 100% 97.63% 93.55% 85.41%
heuristic 100% 97.65% 93.56% 85.41%

role based 100% 97.63% 93.54% 85.41%
family log 100% 97.62% 93.57% 85.41%

number of possible ratings). Notably, the distribution of
recipe ratings was not uniform: 883 were rated hate, 1352
– don’t like, 741 – neutral, 254 – like, and 75 – love.

For each user/family, a one-off similarity matrix with
other users/families was computed using Cosine Sim-
ilarity [1]. Using these matrices, 5 most similar
users/families were selected, leave-one-out recipe rating
predictions were computed, and 16 recommendation lists
were produced: for the four recommendation strategies
(generic, aggregated models, aggregated predictions, per-
sonalized) and four weighting models (uniform, heuris-
tic, role based, family log). The recommendations were
evaluated using F1, precision@k, Mean Absolute Error
(MAE), and coverage metrics [16].

We denote using V the set of positively rated recipes,
i.e., rated neutral, like, or love, and using R the set
of recipes with positive prediction scores (3 or higher).
Hence, precision of the recommendations is computed by
|V∩R|
|R| and recall by |V∩R|

|V| . When the size of R is k, the
precision metric is referred to as precision@k. Combin-
ing the precision and recall metrics yields the F1 met-
ric, which represents their harmonic mean, as shown in
Eq. (8).

F1 =
2× precision× recall

precision+ recall
. . . . . . . (8)

We compute MAE as the average difference between
the predicted and logged score for user ux and item itemi,
normalized by the size of the range of scores Rd ∈ [1 . . .5]
in the dataset, as shown in Eq. (9).

MAE = ∑
x∈U

∑
i∈I

| pred(ux, itemi)− rat(ux, itemi) |
| Rd | (9)

The coverage of the recommendations reflects relative

portion of items, for which a prediction was generated. It
is computed by dividing the number of successfully pre-
dicted items by the overall number of items in the dataset.

4.2. Recommendation Strategies and Weighting
Models

The first question relates to the accuracy of the recom-
mendations generated using the generic versus the group
based versus the personalized strategies. Table 2 shows
the average classification accuracy F1, predictive accu-
racy MAE, and coverage scores obtained for each recom-
mendation strategy and weighting model.

As expected, the results show that the personalized
strategy performed best, outperforming both group based
strategies, which in turn outperformed the generic strat-
egy across all weighting models and both the accuracy
metrics (higher F1 and lower MAE). Analysing the cover-
age, the generic strategy obtained 100%, the group based
strategies obtained 97% and 93%, and the personalized
strategy obtained 85%. Fig. 3 shows precision@k ob-
tained for k ranging from 1 to 9 for the uniform weighting
model.2 Similarly, group based strategies are inferior to
the personalized and superior to the generic strategy.

In summary, the accuracy of personalized CF recom-
mendations is highest, but the coverage is lowest. Hence,
it is the most accurate strategy once it can be applied.
Group strategies have a reasonably good accuracy and
coverage; they are applicable once dense group data is
available. Generic recommendations can always be gen-
erated, although their accuracy is lowest.

Next, we compare the performance of the group based
aggregated models and aggregated predictions strategies.
Table 2 shows that the F1 score of the aggregated models

2. Similar results obtained for other weighting models.
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Fig. 3. Recommendation strategies – Precision@k vs. k.

is higher than that of the aggregated predictions strategy
across all weighting models. Also the MAE score of the
aggregated models is lower than that of the aggregated
predictions. This is supported by Fig. 3, which shows that
the aggregated models consistently obtains higher preci-
sion@k than the aggregated predictions. The coverage
of the aggregated models is also higher than that of the
aggregated predictions strategy. Hence, aggregating in-
dividual user models into group models and generating
group recommendations using the group data is prefer-
able to generating individual recommendations using the
sparse models and aggregating them into group recom-
mendations.

Next, we examine the effect of the weighting models.
The weighting models can be partitioned into two groups:
the static uniform and heuristic models, and the adaptive
role-based and family log models. Table 2 shows that
the adaptive models outperform the static models across
both the accuracy metrics (higher F1 and lower MAE).
Hence, adaptive weighting models, which assign weights
based on the logged user interactions, lead to more ac-
curate recommendations than static models, which assign
predefined weights. As expected, the weighting models
affect only the accuracy of the recommendations and their
impact on the coverage is negligible.

Figure 4 shows the precision@k obtained for various
values of k for the aggregated models strategy.3 For low
k, the results of all the models are very high and compara-
ble. The models separate at k = 3, with the static models
becoming less accurate. Eventually, the adaptive models
outperform the static models, with the family log model
demonstrating the highest precision@k. Hence, the family
log model is the most appropriate weighting model (note
its higher F1 and lower MAE scores in Table 2) due to
its localized nature: the weights are assigned according to
interactions logged across the family, rather than across
the entire community of users.

4.3. Group Size Dependency
In addition to comparing the performance of group rec-

ommendation strategies and weighting models, we inves-
tigated performance fluctuations across families. We an-

3. Similar results obtained for the aggregated predictions strategy.

Fig. 4. Weighting models – Precision@k vs. k.

Fig. 5. MAE vs. family size.

alyze the dependency between the size of a family and
accuracy of recommendations.4

Figure 5 shows the MAE scores obtained for the rec-
ommendations generated for various families sorted in de-
creasing order of MAE, where each family is colour coded
according to its number of members: white bars represent
2 user families, grey – 3 user families, and black – 4 user
families. The accuracy of recommendations generally in-
creases with family size. Most families with high MAE
are 2 user families, while 3 and 4 user families, i.e., grey
and black bars, tend to have lower MAE, i.e., more accu-
rate recommendations. The correlation between the MAE
of recommendations and the number of family members
is −0.656. Hence, the accuracy of recommendations im-
proves with the number of family members and amount of
data available, since the data of large families are denser
than of small families.

5. Conclusions

Data sparsity is a well known problem for CF recom-
mender systems. To resolve it, individual user data can be
aggregated into group data, and these can be used in the
CF recommendation process. In this work we analyzed
CF group recommendations using a dataset of recipe rat-
ings of families of users gathered by an eHealth portal.

4. These results refer to the family model strategy and family log weighting
model. Similar results obtained for the aggregated predictions strategy
and other weighting models.
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The contributions of the work are four-fold: (1) evalua-
tion of generic, group based, and personalized recommen-
dation strategies, (2) in-depth comparison of two group
based strategies, (3) comparison of four weighing mod-
els, and (4) analysis of a family size dependency.

The results showed that the group based strategies were
superior to the generic, but inferior to the personalized
CF strategy. These outcomes were consistent across all
the metrics. Comparison of the group strategies showed
that aggregating individual models into group models
was preferable to aggregating individual recommenda-
tions into group recommendations. These outcomes were
also consistent across all the metrics. Comparison of the
four weighting models showed that weighting users ac-
cording to the logged interaction was preferable to a pre-
defined weighting, while focusing on group interaction
was more accurate than on community interaction. The
accuracy of group recommendations was discovered to
depend on the size of groups, such that it increased with
the number of users in a group.

In the future, we plan to investigate the feasibility of
sequential group recommendations. Often, recommen-
dations are not provided on an ad-hoc basis, but users
have prolonged interactions with the system. Hence, it
is important to the prolonged interactions differently, e.g.,
to compensate users, whose satisfaction levels were low-
est in previous interactions. Also, we plan to investi-
gate group based social dynamics. Different groups may
have complex social intra-group relationship at play. We
will investigate how these relationships, e.g., family roles,
ages, and compromises, affect group recommendations.
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